CONNECTED
CLASSROOM
TECHNOLOGY
FAQS
WHAT IS CONNECTED CLASSROOM TECHNOLOGY?
Connected classroom technology enables an
immersive learning experience for students,
connecting two classroom locations for
simultaneous instruction and live collaboration
to enhance learning.
FEATURES INCLUDE:
• Widescreen monitors to provide views of
both classrooms in real time
• Wireless content sharing from student and
professor devices
• Two-way whiteboards display that allow
real-time interaction
• Automated system monitoring and alerts;
trained staff to support technology functions
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• An extended classroom environment that joins
students from different geographic areas and
diverse cultures to learn and work together
• The opportunity to learn from DeVry’s most
experienced faculty across the country
• Active learning and problem-oriented
instruction with the ability to dive into relevant
case studies, shared examples, group projects
and situational discussion, live in real time
• Exposure to some of the latest video
conferencing and audio-visual technology
capabilities that mirror the way
communication and collaboration happens in
many companies today
• Access to more courses with seats available
to help you complete the courses you need to
earn your degree more quickly

WHICH LOCATIONS ARE RECEIVING THE
CONNECTED CLASSROOM TECHNOLOGY?
Ultimately, we hope to make this new technology available throughout
the DeVry University network. We’re starting with 20 locations, and plan
to expand in the future. Beginning with the January 2016 session, select
courses will be offered in the new extended classroom environment in the
following cities:
STATE

LOCATION

Arizona

Phoenix

California

Bakersfield, Folsom, Fresno, Long Beach, Oakland,
San Diego, San Jose, Sherman Oaks

Colorado

Colorado Springs

Georgia

Decatur

Illinois

Addison, Chicago, Chicago Loop, Downers Grove,
Tinley Park

Ohio

Columbus

Nevada

Henderson

New Jersey

North Brunswick

Pennsylvania

Philadelphia

Oklahoma

Oklahoma City

Texas

Irving

Virginia

Norfolk

WHAT TYPE OF STUDENT WILL BENEFIT FROM THIS TECHNOLOGY?
Students who appreciate set class meeting times, dynamic interaction with classmates
and professors, and face-to-face collaboration will likely benefit a great deal from the
connected classroom experience.
WHAT DOES A STUDENT NEED TO DO DIFFERENTLY IF THEY TAKE A CLASS IN
THIS FORMAT?
There is nothing to do differently. Just as in a traditional classroom, student
participation enhances the value of the class and creates a more effective learning
environment. Classes in connected classrooms offer new opportunities to engage,
so simply be prepared to interact.
HOW DO I KNOW WHICH COURSES ARE BEING OFFERED/TAUGHT IN THE
CONNECTED CLASSROOM?
Speak with your student support advisor if you are in one of the states and locations
listed on the previous page.
Note: DeVry University will be recommending courses taught in the connected
classroom directly to students that have the course in their plan of study and take
classes at a location that offers courses in these advanced classrooms.
WILL THE PERSONALIZED ATTENTION THAT I RECEIVE IN A TYPICAL
CLASSROOM CHANGE AS A RESULT OF THIS NEW CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT?
The potential for interaction with and between students and professors can be even
stronger in a connected classroom. Certified professors will facilitate active learning
sessions to support and encourage connection and attention to each student.
CAN STUDENTS JOIN CLASS FROM HOME/ELSEWHERE?
No. Our student attendance policies remain the same. Please see your student success
advisor or your campus catalog for more details.
IS THERE A LIMIT TO HOW MANY STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN THE CONNECTED
CLASSROOMS?
Yes. There will be no more than 30 total students in the class, between both
connected sites.
WHEN DO COURSES BECOME AVAILABLE IN THE CONNECTED CLASSROOMS?
Courses will be offered in the connected classrooms beginning with the
January 2016 session.
IS THERE AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIENCE A DEMONSTRATION?
Yes, if you are in one of the connected classroom locations, your campus will be
offering a demonstration during an upcoming open house at the end of the November
session, in the month of December.
HOW CAN I ENROLL?
Beginning with the January 2016 session, you can register for a connected classroom
course offering through the student self-service registration portal or by speaking with
your local student support advisor.
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